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We have a wide range of weighing for bulk solids prior to manual or
automatic bagging.

Gross weight bagging/weighing, direct weighing in the bag up to 400
cycles/hour ( see bagging section).

Net weight pre-weighed before loading into the bag, up to 600 cycles/hour.
Bagging can be done manually by adding a spout with pneumatic clamps to

hold the bag, or to feed an automatic bagging machine.
Determine the dosing system based on product properties (�ne, di�cult �ow

products, granules, �akes...) and requirements in terms of capacity and
accuracy, cleanness, etc. for each application

This bagger is ideal for products that are di�cult to handle, adherent or small.
Ideal after industrial dryers and handling certain types of products.
Ideal for sectors:
- Fertilizer
- Food industry
- Construction
- Chemical ...
It is used to bag products, which require easy processes and high precision in terms of weight.
  - It can be in STAINLESS STEEL version and/or with  special surface treatments.
  - Special electric protection for classi�ed areas.
  - Aeration probe for extremely �uidic products.
  - Special feeding with screws with greater length and diameter.
- Feeding by weighing conveyor for granulated products

Allows bagging of the majority of open mouth types (paper, plastic, laminates ...)

Ideal for industries requiring simple and inexpensive installations.

Easy maintenance and considerable production.
Our experience in the sector guarantees a compact, e�cient and high quality design.



Feeding System: Weight Controlers: Automatic placer:

CT
By belt conveyor driven
by motor gear, equiped
with frequency inverter
and clamps to adjust the
�ow. For irregular �owing
products such as �akes,
pelletised cattle feed,
abrasive products, etc..

VSF
By double screw for both
coarse and �ne feed. For
wheat �ours, milled minerals,
detergents, and all sort of
powder products in medium
of �ne mesh

The weihging bagging machine are equiped
with electronic weight controlers mod EWC+
It s integrated in the machine frame.
A very High Accuracy and its very fast process
speed are the main features that �rst we notice
50 working memories for di�erent products can
be recorded

Automatic bag placer for open mouth, �at or bellowed 
bags.
Machine components:
- Tray storage for empty bags ( simple or double).
- Opening system and placement for empty bags.
- Internal pneumatic feeding spout.
- Bag mouth conditioning system.
- Evacuation belt equipped with frequency variator.
- Compact machine, with acces dorrs equipped with 
safety devices.
- Touch dialog display with the operator.
- Teleassistance facilities.
- Philosophy of sequential work


